**Dear editor**

Recently, we have meticulously read the paper by Amin et al[@CIT0001] about the effect of Deconex and sodium hypochlorite on bacterial taxa isolated from dental faculty units in Ahvaz Jundishapure University of Medical Sciences. Firstly, we are fortunate that a specialist evaluates axiomatic fact. According to the confirmed antimicrobial effect of deconex product by Borer Chemie AG based on its certificates (VAH: German Association for Applied Hygiene, CE1250 by Switzerland and EC-certificate by registration number 33818),[@CIT0002] no more tests are needed for confirmation, especially by non-specialized sections. These tests are merely administered by oversight organizations such as Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or infection control committee of Ministry of Health and Medical Education from approved and specialized laboratories. Currently, according to the categories of international FDA, alcoholic-based compounds are approved to be used as safe disinfectants especially in moderate conditions (not high-dose infections). Accordingly, it would be baseless to verify such compounds. Based on obvious data and the mechanism of alcoholic compounds on microbial proteins, no valid reports have been recently submitted about the formation of resistance against alcoholic-based disinfectants, not even in prolonged applications.[@CIT0003]

In case of any report on inappropriate decontamination findings, the cause might have been an incorrect application of reagents according to the international and company recommendations (it is mentioned briefly in the introduction part).

In addition, there are some confusing explanations in the method section which are against standard techniques and Clinical Laboratory Standard Institute (CLSI) guideline. The authors claim that as many as 100 samples were taken from different parts of 10 different units from different divisions. Due to the dispersion of the sampling, how did the authors conclude the greatest contamination persists in all 10 units of 3 studied (!!!) divisions (oral medicine, root canal therapy and surgery) with the rest of 9 other units from other divisions?

In the first step for isolates detection, hot dyeing (or Ziehl-Neelsen) method is introduced, but this method is used in phenotypic tests only for mycobacteria, not for the detection of routine growth bacteria, which must be detected by gram stain technique.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0005] Then, this method of staining is not applicable for screening of the studied isolates.

Based on many standards and reports, disinfection agents must be evaluated by Phénol coefficient technique, not by minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) technique which has been wrongly applied.[@CIT0006] In the Phénol coefficient technique, we can examine the effect of the time and strength of the studied compound without changing its nature, especially the standard concentration of the studied compounds. In addition, according to the CLSI standard method for MIC, the inoculation of bacteria to the microtiter plate wells is limited in volume and in number. Maximum volume and number of bacteria test in microdilution technique is 5 µL with the highest concentration of 5×10^4--5^ CFU/mL, while the authors declared that total of 50 µL of the bacterial sample have been inoculated with concentration of 1×10^6^ to the test wells, which is twice more than the permitted standard.[@CIT0007] Given that the Journal of Infection and Drug Resistance is a valuable source of methods and data related to this filed, it is requested that articles and methods submitted for publication be more precisely reviewed.
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